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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to suggest and discuss policy instruments that could
lead towards a more sustainable waste management. The paper is based on evaluations
from a large scale multi-disciplinary Swedish research program. The evaluations focus on
environmental and economic impacts as well as social acceptance. The focus is on the
Swedish waste management system but the results should be relevant also for other
countries. Through the assessments and lessons learned during the research program we
conclude that several policy instruments can be effective and possible to implement.
Particularly, we put forward the following policy instruments: “Information”;
“Compulsory recycling of recyclable materials”; “Weight-based waste fee in combination
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with information and developed recycling systems”; “Mandatory labeling of products
containing hazardous chemicals”, “Advertisements on request only and other waste
minimization measures”; and “Differentiated VAT and subsidies for some services”.
Compulsory recycling of recyclable materials is the policy instrument that has the largest
potential for decreasing the environmental impacts with the configurations studied here.
The effects of the other policy instruments studied may be more limited and they typically
need to be implemented in combination in order to have more significant impacts.
Furthermore, policy makers need to take into account market and international aspects
when implementing new instruments. In the more long term perspective, the above set of
policy instruments may also need to be complemented with more transformational policy
instruments that can significantly decrease the generation of waste.
Keywords: policy instruments; landfilling; incineration; recycling; waste minimization

1. Introduction
The global community is facing several environmental challenges (e.g., [1,2]). Climate change, loss
of biodiversity, disrupted biogeochemical cycles and use of hazardous substances are examples of
environmental problems threatening a sustainable development. Fourteen out of the sixteen Swedish
Environmental Quality Objectives, defining the environmental dimension of sustainable development,
will not be met unless new policy measures are taken [3]. In order to develop in a more sustainable
direction, all sectors of society, including waste management, need to implement measures that can
lead towards a more sustainable society. The generation and management of waste depends on what
activities are going on in society, and also on how these activities are controlled by public authority. In
order to control the activities, decision-making bodies implement specific policy instruments, as well
as issue documents, stating general policy objectives.
Responding to both economic and environmental challenges, the European Commission [1] has
developed a road map for a resource efficient Europe. For waste management, the road map sets out
several milestones for 2020, including:
• Waste generated per capita is in absolute decline.
• Energy recovery is limited to non-recyclable materials.
• Landfilling is virtually eliminated.
• High quality material recycling is ensured.
The waste management sector has a unique possibility of not only reducing its own environmental
impacts, but it can also, through increased utilization of waste, contribute to other sectors’ emission
reductions. It has also been shown that an environmentally optimized waste management system can
have significantly lower overall environmental impacts than the current system (e.g., [4–6]). Treatment
of solid waste is surrounded by a number of rules, regulations and policy instruments. These may be
quite different in different European countries [7,8] depending on traditions and contexts. The
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environmental impacts from the waste management systems are also quite different in
different countries [9].
Swedish waste policy depend on a number of policy documents, including the European Union
waste directive, Swedish environmental quality objectives, and policies in other sectors, including the
energy sector. The European waste directive requires that the waste hierarchy should be used although
exemptions can be made based on life-cycle thinking [10]. The waste hierarchy states that waste
should be managed in a priority order, from prevention; to preparing for re-use; to recycling; to other
recovery (e.g., energy recovery) and to the final option disposal. The Swedish environmental objective
for achieving a “good built environment” states that waste disposal should be efficient for society and
convenient for consumers and that waste is prevented, resources in the waste are used as much as
possible while the impacts and risks for the environment and human health are minimized [11]. Waste
management is also important for achieving several other environmental quality objectives including
“reduced climate impact” and “a non-toxic environment” (ibid.).
Waste management in Sweden and in many other countries has undergone significant changes
during the last decades. Figure 1 describes the development for household wastes indicating the clear
increase in incineration and recycling and a resulting decrease in landfilling.
Figure 1. Treatment of collected municipal solid waste household waste in Sweden [12,13].

In 2010 a total of 117.6 million tons of waste were generated in Sweden. 2.5 million tons were
classified as hazardous waste [14]. 4.2 million tons of total waste was the so-called secondary waste
generated by waste treatment. The industrial sector of mining and quarrying (mining) accounted for 89
million tons of waste, and waste from other manufacturing industry for 7.8 million tons. The
construction sector generated 9.4 million tons of waste while the infrastructure sector (energy and
water supply, and sewerage and sanitation) generated 1.7 million tons. Households generated more
than 4 million tons, Services generated 1.8 million tons and Agricultural industries (forestry,
agricultural and fishing industries) around 310,000 tons of waste. Waste treatment generated
3.5 million tonnes of waste.
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About 80% of all waste was landfilled [14]. If mining waste is excluded, 43% of remaining waste
was recycled, 28% was used as fuel, 13% was landfilled, and 16% was disposed by land treatment or
discharged to water. Recycling includes conventional material recycling (for example of paper, metals,
glass and plastics), biological treatment and the use of construction materials and materials for
landfill cover.
Swedish policy instruments affecting the waste management system [15] include a ban on landfill
disposal of organic materials, a landfill tax and an extended producer responsibility of some product
groups, including packaging waste and wastes of electrical and electronic equipment. In addition, there
are also energy and carbon dioxide taxes on fossil fuels used for heating. These policy instruments
have overall been effective in influencing behavior and waste management has changed.
It can be noted that most legislation operating in the field is moving waste away from landfill
disposal. There are currently only a few general policy instruments that support waste prevention and
increased re-use and recycling, in order to promote the higher levels of the waste hierarchy. One
example is the extended producer responsibility, but it includes only a limited number of waste
fractions and it does not require any recycling above the target level. To comply with the waste
hierarchy there is thus a need for new policy instruments. It can also be noted that waste prevention
aims not only at reducing the amounts of waste, but also at reducing the hazardousness of the waste
and the environmental impacts from treatment of the waste, which suggests that policy instruments,
focusing on waste prevention, should not only address waste reduction. This implies, for instance, that
policy instruments in the chemicals field may have important positive impacts in this regard.
Furthermore, as individual choices and socially constructed and maintained habits determine the
potential for achieving sustainable waste management, policy measures promoting individuals, in
households as well as in workplaces, to recycle are also needed [16,17].
The waste management system is strongly integrated in other parts of society. Thus, policies and
policy instruments in other sectors will also influence the waste management. For example, waste
incineration accounts for 16% of the district heating produced in Sweden [18]. All policies and policy
instruments within the energy sector will therefore indirectly also influence the waste management
sector. Since the energy sector is influenced by a number of policies affecting, for example, climate
change, energy security and industrial competitiveness, new and existing policy instruments for the
energy sector are likely to evolve.
In order to develop more sustainable waste management systems, policy instruments are needed,
not the least instruments that can support the higher levels of the waste hierarchy and address the
complexity of the waste management system. With the purpose to fill these policy gaps, and suggest
new policy instruments for a more sustainable waste management the multi-disciplinary Swedish
research program “Towards a sustainable waste management” (TOSUWAMA) was initiated by the
Swedish EPA. One of the aims of the research program has been to identify and evaluate new policy
instruments. The program involves nine Swedish research partners (see [19]). In the program, a more
sustainable waste management system is defined as a system that contributes to increasing efficiency
in the use of natural resources, and to decreasing environmental burdens. Furthermore, environmental
improvements within Sweden should not be offset by unwanted consequences in other countries. To be
sustainable, the waste management must also be affordable and widely accepted by the public as well
as by key companies and organizations. In the program, the policy instruments intended for sustainable
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waste management have been evaluated in several parallel studies looking into economic aspects,
environmental impacts and the social acceptance of the policy instruments.
The aim of this paper is to suggest and discuss policy instruments that could lead us towards a more
sustainable waste management, along with proposals for further development. The paper is heavily
based on evaluations from the research program, but in part it also draws from the results of other
research studies. The paper is thus a synthesis of more detailed studies where specific policy
instruments have been analyzed using specific methods. By making this broad synthesis we are able to
draw conclusions that are not possible when more detailed studies are presented. Given the strong
multi-disciplinary focus the paper does not provide a full-fledged overview of the existing literature,
and/or detailed methodological descriptions. The presentation is brief emphasizing results, and the
reader will need to consult the separate studies in the program for further details. The primary target
group for our research is the Swedish government and authorities. For this reason, the primary focus of
the assessment is on policy instruments that the Swedish government and authorities can decide on, in
other words on a separate, Swedish implementation of the instruments. However, a broader
geographical scope is also relevant, since Swedish authorities can choose to strive for the
implementation of some of the policy instruments on, for example, the EU level. Although not our
primary target group, most of the content in this paper should also be relevant for policy makers in
other industrialized countries around the world.
2. Methods
2.1. Introduction
This paper synthesizes and draws conclusions from several empirical studies made within the
TOSUWAMA research program. These assessments are published in other reports and papers, which
are used as references in this publication. Besides results from the program, also other relevant results
are referred to in the discussion.
Bisaillon et al. [20] and Finnveden et al. [21] presented an inventory of a large number of policy
instruments suggested by stakeholders and in the literature. Based on this inventory they identified 16
instruments as interesting candidates deserving further evaluation. This identification was based on the
results from a workshop with stakeholders but also criteria developed within the program. The criteria
for choosing the interesting candidates included environmental and economic impacts and social
acceptability, but also program-specific criteria such as novelty and research interest. In the research
program 13 of the 16 policy instruments (Table 1) have been assessed from three main perspectives:
economic impacts, environmental impacts and social acceptance. In addition, a futures perspective was
taken. Specifically, each type of assessment was made with reference to different possible future
developments, illustrated in five external scenarios for the year 2030 [22,23]. These scenarios are:
0: Reference scenario, assuming developments in accordance with official forecasts made
in 2008
1: Global sustainability, assuming globalization and strong political control over the
environment and natural resources.
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2: Global markets, assuming globalization and weak political control over the environment
and natural resources.
3: Regional markets, assuming regionalization and weak political control over the
environment and natural resources.
4: European sustainability, assuming regionalization and strong political control over the
environment and natural resources.
Table 1. Assessment of policy instruments in the research program TOSUWAMA.
Policy instrument

Economic
assessment
X
X

Environmental
assessment
X
X

Climate tax on waste incineration
Including waste in the green certificate system
for electricity production
Compulsory recycling of recyclable materials
(X)
(X)
Tradable Recycling Credits
X
Weight-based tax on incineration of waste
(X)
(X)
Weight-based waste collection fee
X
X
Developed recycling systems
Tax on virgin raw materials
X
X
Advertisements on request only
X
Differentiated VAT
X
X
Environmentally differentiated waste fee
Information to household and enterprises
Mandatory labeling of goods containing
hazardous substances
(X) indicates that the evaluations are based on previous studies.

Assessment of
social acceptance

X
X
X
X
X
X

Results from the evaluations of the policy instruments in Table 1 are presented in Section 3. In the
discussion in Section 4 also other policy instruments (e.g., other instruments identified by [20])
are included.
2.2. Integrated Approach for Quantitative Analysis
Several methods and scientific disciplines have been applied in the assessment of policy
instruments within the research program TOSUWAMA. For the quantitative analysis, three existing
quantitative tools have been combined and refined in order to assess economic and environmental
aspects [24,25]:
• The Environmental Medium term Economic model (EMEC) is a computable general
equilibrium (CGE) model of the Swedish economy [26]. The EMEC model has been
extended in order to analyze the relation between economic activity and waste
generation. Data on waste quantities has been compiled and assigned to different
economic activities and different sectors [23]. In the model, the waste generation of
households and firms depend on their respective economic activities and is sensitive to
changes in the price of goods and services. The waste-management costs are assumed to
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affect the total cost of utilizing goods and services. Hence, households and firms
incorporate waste-management performance into their decisions [24]. The waste
generation is directly or indirectly influenced by changes in government policies, e.g.,
tax policies [27].
• NatWaste is a systems engineering model of the Swedish waste management
system [28,29]. Based on cost optimization, NatWaste calculates the cost-effective mix
of technologies for managing Swedish waste. The cost-effective mix is the set of
technologies that gives the lowest total economic costs (excluding external
environmental costs and private consumers’ time) on the basis of the conditions defined
for the analysis. Among the most influencing conditions are the choice of treatment
technologies defined for each waste type (including their unit costs and performance) as
well as the scenarios.
• Swedish Waste management Environmental Assessment (SWEA) is a life cycle
assessment (LCA) model of the Swedish waste-management system [30]. LCA is a tool
for assessing the potential environmental impacts of a product or a service (e.g., [31]),
in this case waste management. Since a life-cycle perspective is used, credit is given to
useful products, materials and energy carriers produced in the waste-management
system that can replace products produced from virgin raw materials, in line with
established LCA methodology for waste management (e.g., [32,33]). In addition,
SWEA includes the reductions in material production of material that follows from
waste-prevention efforts. This allows the model to account for the environmental
benefits of waste prevention. SWEA has been implemented in the Simapro software [34]
and for Life Cycle Impact Assessment the Recipe methodology [35] was used together
with Cumulative energy demand [36] and Cumulative exergy demand [37].
The three models feed each other with information (Figure 2). EMEC and NatWaste are soft-linked
in the sense that some variables solved for in one model are transferred into the data set of the other
model in an iterative process. The last step is to feed the cost-effective mix of waste management
technologies as calculated by NatWaste into SWEA for analyzing the life cycle environmental impacts.
The linking of these three models allows us to consider how policy instruments intended to prevent
waste generation or direct waste management in a more sustainable direction could affect: (1) the
macroeconomic development, such as GDP growth and structural changes in the economy as a whole,
(2) the cost-effective mix of technologies for managing Swedish waste and (3) the resulting life cycle
environmental impacts. Furthermore, the approach makes it possible to capture if and how
waste-management costs affect waste generation [25].
One advantage of this integrated modeling approach is that it enables a broad analysis. A general
equilibrium model covers the whole economy in a geographical area, and can thus address important
interactions between different sectors in the economy in a consistent manner. NatWaste calculates net
costs for managing many of the environmentally relevant waste streams generated in Sweden and adds
the technological detail needed to investigate specific technology choices in waste management.
NatWaste also includes costs and revenues generated by waste management linked to energy and
material production systems. An LCA model like SWEA covers the waste-management system and the
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energy and materials production systems that are affected by the waste management. This is essential
since the environmental consequences of waste management often depend more on the impacts on
surrounding systems than on the emissions from the waste management system itself [38].
Figure 2. Combination of models for assessing policy instruments for sustainable
waste management [25].

However, any model is always a simplification of reality. Optimizing models such as EMEC and
Natwaste assumes perfect knowledge about future costs and economic rational behavior from actors.
LCA models calculate potential (and not actual) environmental impacts. Furthermore, in any modeling
activity there is a trade-off between scope and detail [39], which means that the broader the scope of a
model, the more aggregated (and thus generalized), the level of the analysis. In addition to the results
from these three models, we have also relied on other modeling approaches in the evaluation of the
proposed policy instruments. These include different economically optimizing models (e.g., [40]) as
well as life cycle assessment models that are further described below. A number of econometric
analyses have also been conducted to investigate the behavior of recycling markets, e.g., to estimate
how the supply of recycled materials is affected by price changes (e.g., [41]).
2.3. Qualitative Assessment
In addition to the quantitative models, we have applied qualitative analyses [42] and also methods
from culture analysis and psychology [43–45]. This provides a context-based understanding of policy
impacts, and thus complements the quantitative results.
Ethnographic methodology—fieldwork, qualitative interviews and observations—has been used to
collect data on how waste policy instruments implemented since the 1990s have been received in the
context of households and workplaces. Culture analysis as a method for analyzing ethnographic data
(see, e.g., [46]) has been applied in order to find out how existing policy instruments, i.e., current
waste handling conditions in everyday life, are anticipated, accepted, and acted upon. Issues analyzed
include in what ways policy measures are based upon general cultural understandings concerning, for
example, protection of the environment and also how different actors (e.g., municipalities) are seen as
(economically, politically and morally) responsible for taking care of waste. Furthermore, we have
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analyzed whether waste legislation, as it is operating in everyday life contexts, has been perceived
legitimate, and comprehensible (i.e., possible to understand in a meaningful way).
The qualitative evaluation of a handful of suggested (not yet implemented) waste policy instruments
has been based on a combined approach of ethnology and psychology. The method for this qualitative
ex-ante evaluation of new policy instruments was developed as part of the program [45]. It included
several group discussions within the project team, one of them also including external laymen and
stakeholders. The resulting evaluation was thus based on reasoning concerning whether each of the
instruments were in line with cultural patterns and also psychological parameters. In practice the
evaluation entailed the following analytical categories:
(i) if the instrument matched the individual’s / household’s environmental commitment;
(ii) the perceived social fairness of the instrument;
(iii) if the policy instrument would affect the individuals or households directly or
indirectly (i.e., through other stakeholders, such as landlords);
(iv) how the policy instruments would interact, or be in conflict, with fundamental cultural
categories and practices [43];
(v) if the instrument would conform or not with the users' general understanding [47] of the
waste system’s task and function (e.g., to be a community service that minimizes
environmental impact), and
(vi) the (un)certainty of the message conveyed through the policy instrument (uncertainty
regarding environmental impact; the benefit of oneself doing something and uncertainty
about what others are doing, i.e., social uncertainty).
Based on the methodology outlined, Andersson et al. [44] produced a summary for each instrument
assessed, concerning how well it would function from a combined ethnological and psychological
perspective. This study presented conclusions as to whether the policy instrument was considered
socially and culturally anticipated and acceptable, and gave recommendations on how it could be
modified to better achieve its purpose.
The qualitative research in TOSUWAMA also involves a stakeholder analysis [48] and a
comparative static analysis of the impacts of developed recycling systems, tradable recycling credits
and virgin materials taxes [49]. Such qualitative research is important as it explicitly addresses the key
characteristics of different policy instruments (e.g., the incentives provided by a tax), and not only the
impacts of specific policy proposals (e.g., a tax of x SEK/kg). This is also complemented by drawing
on the practical experiences of policy instruments in the past and in other countries (e.g., [50]).
In sum, the emphasis on multi-disciplinary research efforts and the combination of quantitative and
qualitative approaches, imply that a holistic approach to policy instrument evaluation is employed. In
the following the most important insights and results from the program are outlined.
3. Evaluation of Policy Instruments
In the following, each of the evaluated policy instruments is described in terms of design and
assumptions about its (hypothetical) implementation, along with results from the qualitative and
quantitative assessments. Table 1 gives an overview of what type of assessments were done for each
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policy instrument as part of the projects within this research program. These assessments are
complemented with findings from a number of related research projects (although no complete
overview of the existing literature is provided).
3.1. Climate Tax on Waste Incineration
3.1.1. Description and Assumptions
This policy instrument is a tax on fossil CO2 emissions generated from waste incineration. In the
analyses, the level of the tax is assumed to be 0.95 SEK/kg CO2 for waste incineration plants with
district heat production only (DHO) and 0.15 SEK/kg CO2 for waste incineration plants with combined
heat and power production (CHP) (1 SEK corresponds to about 0,11 EUR and 0.15 USD, respectively
in February 2013). The differentiation of the tax level is a result of the Swedish energy taxation system
with the aim of increasing combined heat and power production and it is further described by Bisaillon
et al. [20]. The proposed policy instrument would imply that CO2 from fossil sources in the waste is
taxed in the same way as fossil fuels in general.
Most of the fossil CO2 emissions originate from plastic waste. The evaluated tax levels correspond
to 2900 SEK/ton plastic waste at DHO plants and 450 SEK/ton plastic waste at CHP plants [29]. By
making waste incineration a more expensive option, the idea of the tax is to make recycling of plastic
waste (and other material with fossil origin) an economically more favorable option.
3.1.2. Results of the Evaluation
The climate tax adds to the costs of the waste-management system. However, the cost-optimizing
mix of treatment technologies in the NatWaste model for the year 2030 is not affected by the tax [29].
For the waste fractions where the model can choose between waste incineration and recycling, waste
incineration is the cost-efficient technology even with the tax. Note, however, that the optimum mix of
technologies in the year 2030 includes no waste incineration with DHO. All incineration has CHP,
which means that only the lower tax level is used.
The investigated tax might, however, have some effect in the current system, because some
incineration plants today have DHO and would be affected by the higher level of the tax. In addition,
NatWaste includes only two average costs for recycling of plastics (from households and industries
respectively). Sahlin et al. [40] evaluated the climate tax with a spread-sheet model that included
estimated marginal-cost curves for increased rates of recycling of plastic waste from households. This
was an attempt to take into account local variations and also variations in the reluctance of households
to increase source separation. The results indicate that the climate tax in the current system would
increase the recycling of Swedish hard plastics packaging from households by 14%, corresponding to
an annual amount of 4 ktonne. Ekvall et al. [48] argue that the effect on the source separation in
households in reality might be much smaller, because the climate tax affects the households indirectly
only. On the other hand, the tax can contribute to stimulating recycling of materials other than plastics
through increased gate fees at waste incinerators or through improved collection systems in general.
All this implies that the tax might have some short-term effects on the recycling rate of waste with
fossil origin.
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The analysis with the NatWaste model is limited to the treatment of Swedish waste. It does not
include effects on imports of waste to Swedish incineration plants, an import that has grown in recent
years and currently accounts for 15–20% of the total waste incinerated. A climate tax could lead to
higher gate fees at waste incineration which in turn, according to Olofsson et al. [51], could reduce the
drivers for import of any waste for incineration in Sweden. This could contribute to increasing
landfilling, incineration, biological treatment, and/or recycling of various kinds of waste in other
countries [48]. However, the tax level required for shifting the cost-effective technology for imported
waste has not been analyzed.
All in all, the model results and our analysis indicate that a climate tax on waste incineration in line
with the current CO2 taxation could have a very modest effect on the future waste management system
and consequently, the resulting environmental impacts would also be limited.
3.2. Including Waste in Green Certificates for Electricity Production
3.2.1. Description and Assumptions
In the existing system of green certificates for electricity production in Sweden, electricity
producers who use renewable sources get certificates from the government. All electricity suppliers are
required to have a certain quota of certificates. The suppliers that do not get them by their own
production can buy them from other producers. The aim of the system is to increase the production of
electricity from renewable sources. The system is further described by Bisaillon et al. [20] and by
Bergek and Jacobsson [52].
Currently, electricity production from mixed renewable waste is not included in the system so
almost no certificates are given for electricity production from waste incineration. Only the electricity
production generated from combustion of separated wood fractions at the incineration plants are
included in the current system. In the research program, the following policy change has been studied:
certificates are given for the whole mixed fraction of the waste that comes from renewable sources,
such as food waste, wood, cardboard etc. but not for the fractions of non-renewables such as fossilbased plastics. The idea of this policy is to stimulate CHP in waste incineration. In the analysis, the
price of a green certificate is assumed to be 200 SEK/MWh.
3.2.2. Results of the Evaluation
Expanding the system of green certificates to waste incineration will reduce the total net cost of the
waste-management system. However, the cost-optimizing mix of treatment technologies in the
NatWaste model is unaffected in most scenarios for the year 2030 [29]. The exception is Scenario 2,
where the certificate system means that some organic waste fractions are treated by waste incineration
instead of anaerobic digestion. The waste incineration increases from 12,820 ktonne (without the
policy instrument) to 12,906 ktonne (with the instrument implemented). Electricity production
increases slightly, and biogas generation decreases. All this leads to slight changes in the
environmental impacts of the system [30].
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The modest impact is by large explained by the fact that all waste incineration is CHP in 2030 even
without the policy instrument, according to the NatWaste results. The extra incentive provided by the
certificates therefore has a limited impact in the year 2030.
3.3. Compulsory Recycling of Recyclable Materials
3.3.1. Description and Assumptions
Although recycling has increased in Sweden, recyclable materials are still being incinerated [5,53].
One policy proposal is therefore to introduce compulsory recycling of recyclable materials, except for
materials where incineration leads to lower life cycle environmental impacts. Examples of such
materials could be wood waste, yard waste and some types of sludge. A more precise description of the
instrument could therefore be Compulsory recycling of materials defined as recyclable.
Although this policy proposal is fairly new to the Swedish context, similar policies exist in several
places in North America. For instance, in the State of Massachusetts, a ban on incineration and landfill
disposal of some recyclable products was introduced in 1990 [54]. The material is only banned from
incineration if there are alternative market outlets available. This definition is revised on a continuous
basis. Moreover, in the State of Vermont recycling of organic waste will be required [55], and the city
of Vancouver has banned disposal of a number of materials including recyclable paper and some
containers [56].
3.3.2. Results of the Evaluation
Ambell et al. [4] analyzed the cost and environmental impacts of maximizing materials recycling,
using the models NatWaste and SWEA. Food waste and other organic waste fractions were not
included in this evaluation. In the reference scenario for 2030, the following additional quantities of
materials are assumed to be recycled.
-

Paper: 1386 ktonne (+90%)
Metals: 263 ktonne (+14%)
Plastics: 980 ktonne (+398%)
Glass: 91 ktonne (+26%)
Rubber: 63 ktonne (+394%)
Gypsum: 615 ktonne (+81%)
Textiles: 205 ktonne (+801%)

These calculations are based on maximum material recovery, meaning all recyclable materials in
mixed waste fractions were assumed to be source separated and recycled. A major challenge with this
instrument is to decide what material can be recycled. What quantities would be affected in reality
depends on the details of the regulations, e.g., on how the concept of recyclable materials is defined,
and on practical limitations concerning what can actually be source separated. The SWEA results
indicate that introducing a requirement to recycle recyclable materials would lead to significant
reductions for the analyzed impact categories: global warming potential, photochemical oxidant
formation, terrestrial acidification, freshwater eutrophication, marine eutrophication, and total energy use.
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The environmental benefits were valued using the economic valuation method EcoValue 08 [57]
showing decreased environmental cost of 1 or 250 billion SEK depending on whether the low or high
valuation set is used [58]. It can be noted that all relevant environmental impacts, such as human and
eco-toxicological impacts, were not included in the study by Ambell et al. [4] implying that the
environmental benefits could be underestimated.
The economic optimization using NatWaste indicates that, compared to the reference case,
maximizing recycling increases the overall waste management system cost by 10 billion SEK [4]. This
corresponds to an average cost of 3800 SEK/ton of extra waste recycled. This cost is especially
sensitive to the data and assumptions regarding plastic waste recycling. In a sensitivity analysis, where
the costs of plastic waste recycling is reduced by 33%, the average cost of the obligation decreases to
2400 SEK/ton of extra waste recycled (corresponding to 7 billion SEK). As a comparison, the marginal
cost for collection and recycling of plastic packaging has been estimated to be in the order of 4,000
SEK/ton [59]. This marginal running cost is valid for increased collection and recycling of plastic
packaging waste in the range of additionally 10–20% of the current collected amounts.
Ambell et al. [4] used constant average unit costs for each fraction, i.e. unit costs did not increase
with recycled quantities. It can be expected that in a given time period the recycling cost per ton will
increase with higher quantities of materials being separated. On the other hand, the Ambell study does
not include any possible future cost reductions from technological developments and from using large
scale solutions which may lead to economies of scale and decreased costs with higher recycling rates.
The costs of recycling may thus both increase and decrease with increased recycling.
Bernstad et al. [5] did a study which in some aspects is similar to the study by Ambell et al. [4]
using the Danish LCA-model EASEWASTE applying it to a residential area in Southern Sweden.
They also found that there is a potential for increased recycling and that if this potential is realized, the
environmental impacts analyzed would decrease.
Ambell et al. [4] did not take into consideration that compulsory recycling of recyclable materials
could contribute to changes in the waste management in other countries. Such effects can be
environmentally important and depend on the details of the policy instrument. As discussed above, 15%
(about 0.8 million tons) of the waste incinerated in Sweden comprises imported European waste [60],
of which the majority, in the short-term, probably would have been directed to landfills abroad. This is
valid as long as landfill disposal is the dominating treatment method in the exporting countries. In the
coming years, the imports are expected to double [60]. The future import of waste is however very
uncertain and depend e.g. on waste policies in the exporting countries. This policy instrument would
stop import of recyclable waste to Sweden and possibly, in the short-term, increase landfilling, and, in
the long-term, if the European policy of “virtually eliminating landfilling” as referred to in the
introduction comes into effect, increase recycling in other European countries. The ban in
Massachusetts resulted in some waste being exported to neighboring states for incineration and
landfill disposal [54,61].
The social acceptance of this policy instrument was not studied explicitly. However, it seems
reasonable that some stakeholders, e.g., waste and energy companies will oppose since it would reduce
the quantity of waste available for incineration. Since this policy instrument would require efficient
waste separation, at source, after collection or both, high social acceptance is needed for a
successful implementation.
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3.4. Tradable-Recycling-Credits
3.4.1. Description and Assumptions
Systems for tradable recycling credits can be designed in different ways. The following version is
evaluated within this research program: a minimum recycling level (quota) or rate for a particular
material is imposed. To make this happen so-called recycling credits are awarded to the company that
use recycled material in the production of new products. The manufacturers of the products containing
the material would be required to meet a specific share of recycled material. They could perform the
recycling themselves or they could purchase credits from others who have recycled more than their
own obligation. A similar system exists in the UK since 1997, and it is known as the Packaging
Recovery Notes (PRN) [62,63].
The evaluation of this type of policy instrument is primarily based on relatively simple comparative
static models [49], but this is complemented by empirical evidence on the behavior of key secondary
material markets such as steel scrap, secondary aluminum, wastepaper etc. (e.g. [41,64]). The specific
impacts of tradable recycling credit schemes are likely to be highly context-specific, and thus deserve
increased attention in future research.
3.4.2. Results of the Evaluation
The impact of this system depends on whether an established market for recyclables exists for the
material. It also depends on the geographical scope of the system. A national Swedish system for
tradable recycling credits can be ineffective in the case of materials for which an international market
for recyclables exists (e.g., metals and paper). There is a risk that although a larger share of the
material collected for recycling will be used in Sweden, it may simply increase imports and thus have
little or no effect on the total (global) recycling of the material unless the instrument is combined with
explicit supply-side policy measures (e.g., waste sorting and collection). Similar trade-related issues
have been a concern in the UK system [62]. Important interactions with other policy instruments also
need to be addressed. For instance, Matsueda and Nagase [63] show, in the context of the UK scheme,
that introducing a tradable recycling credit scheme together with a higher tax at the landfill could in
fact raises the amount of landfill waste.
An international system for tradable recycling credits could be more effective. A national system
can also work for materials that are mainly traded within Sweden (e.g., glass and gravel). When the
system has the same geographical scope as the market, the market impacts of this policy can be
described as follows [49]. The implementation of the quota leads to an increased supply of recycled
material, and a corresponding fall in the use of virgin material (given a fixed total demand for the
material). The price faced by virgin material suppliers will therefore fall. In order for the quota
obligation to be fulfilled the suppliers of secondary materials will receive extra revenue per unit
material supplied. The producers of material-containing products can in turn finance their purchases of
recycling credits by levying an extra fee on end consumers.
The conclusion is that a tradable recycling credit scheme has a potential environmental gain, at least
when the geographical scope of the system is at least as large as the geographical scope of the market.
With a well-functioning market for certificates or credits (i.e., many actors, low transaction costs etc.),
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cost-efficient solutions for recycling are sought. This means that a given recycling level can be
achieved at minimum cost.
However, when the supplied quantity of secondary, recycled material is forced to increase, the cost
to achieve the goal will be uncertain. The scheme will increase the price of secondary materials, but
the supply of secondary materials is typically not very sensitive to changes in the price (e.g., [41]).
This means that the price of the material and, hence of the recycling credits, might have to be very high
to reach the target level of recycling. The cost is also expected to rise steeply if the target is increased,
e.g., if the practical difficulties in the recycling process have been underestimated. Still, the
environmental benefits of increased recycling are not likely to rise steeply in a similar way. For this
reason, it can be argued that the economic efficiency of introducing this type of quantity-setting
measure may be low (based on Weitzman’s [65] seminal studies on the choice between price- versus
quantity-based policies). It might instead be more efficient to stimulate recycling through the use of
price-based policy instruments (e.g., virgin material taxes; see, however, Section 3.8).
The risks for high compliance costs can be alleviated if the system of tradable recycling credit is
combined with measures to increase the collection of used materials for recycling. Exceedingly high
costs can be completely avoided by allowing producers to stay outside the system for a fixed fee per ton of
material. This fee will then set a ceiling for the price of recycling certificates. In a well-functioning
market for certificates, the companies have the freedom to choose and flexibility to develop and search
solutions for cost-efficient recycling. This would probably have a positive influence also on the
producers´ acceptance for such a system.
On the other hand, this kind of system could also neutralize the effect of voluntary efforts to
increase recycling levels. This is because the quota puts a cap on the amount of recycling, and
voluntary initiatives will not add to this cap; instead they will simply make it easier and thus cheaper
for product manufacturers to comply with the cap. From the perspective of the “volunteers” (e.g.,
consumers with strong preferences for recycled products), the acceptance can therefore be low.
3.5. Weight-based Tax on Incineration of Waste
3.5.1. Description and Assumptions
This policy instrument is a weight-based tax on incineration of solid waste. Incineration of waste
from both renewable and non-renewable materials would be taxed. Different versions of the tax could
be implemented. The tax could be introduced for only household waste or for all types of waste. The
tax could also be introduced with a tax reduction for plants with combined heat and power production.
Slightly different versions of taxes on incineration of waste have been evaluated. Björklund and
Finnveden [66] studied the environmental impacts using an LCA model of a tax of 400 SEK/ton on
incineration of household waste without tax reduction for CHP. Sahlin et al. [40] studied the
incineration tax that was implemented in Sweden from the year 2007 to 2010 and compared it to the
net marginal costs of waste treatment alternatives. This tax was slightly higher than 400 SEK/ton for
household waste in DHO, but much lower for CHP. This construction aimed to stimulate CHP and also
to mimic the tax on fossil fuel used in the Swedish district-heating sector based on average contents of
fossil material in municipal solid waste. In both cases the tax was assumed to have an impact on the
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gate fee for waste incineration. This makes waste incineration less economically competitive in general
compared to alternative treatment such as material recycling and biological treatment.
3.5.2. Results of the Evaluation
Increased gate fees will affect all actors that deliver household waste at the incineration plant; waste
collection companies and similar. Their cost increase is likely to be transferred to the households and
the companies, and increase their cost for waste treatment.
The proposed design of the tax is expected to increase recycling only to a small extent, and give rise
to small environmental improvements and energy savings [40,66]. Using an optimizing spreadsheet
model (cf. Section 3.1.2), Sahlin et al. [40] predicted the largest effect on household waste to be on
biological treatment of kitchen and garden waste, which would increase from 16 to 17% (level of
2006) out of the total treatment of household waste. Ekvall et al. [48] argue that even this modest
result might be an overestimate. In order to have an effect on the treatment of household waste, the tax
must affect the source separation in households, and an incineration tax affects the households
only indirectly.
If the tax includes a reduction for CHP, waste may be redirected to CHP plants from heat-only
boilers. This is expected to give further environmental improvements, at least in the short-term when
not all waste incineration has CHP. On the other hand, the tax reduction will of course also lower the
economic incentive for finding alternative waste treatment methods.
Concerning the acceptability of this policy instrument it can be noted that the waste incineration tax
that was introduced in 2007 met strong resistance from several stakeholders including the municipal
waste management companies although it had support from other stakeholders, including recycling
companies [67]. After a general election and change of government, the tax was eventually removed,
also indicating different political opinions concerning the tax.
3.6. Weight-based Waste Collection Fee
3.6.1. Description and Assumptions
The idea of a weight-based fee is that the households pay per mass of waste discarded. The
weight-based waste collection fee can have an effect in two ways:
• an economic incentive to reduce the quantity of residual waste though prevention,
recycling, or irregular or illegal waste treatment, and
• raised attention to waste-management issues that, at least temporarily, can result in
waste prevention and increased recycling.
Bisaillon et al. [20] propose to assess a waste collection fee for households with a fixed part (850
SEK/household and year) and a variable part (2.12 SEK/kg residual waste). Based on earlier
studies [68,69] it is assumed that this leads to a 20% reduction of the collected residual waste.
Since there are several plausible explanations to the reduction we have analyzed three extreme
alternatives [29,48]:
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1. All reduction in residual waste is due to prevention of waste with the same composition
as the average residual waste.
2. All reduction in residual waste is due to an increase in source separation for home
composting (50%) and materials recycling (50%).
3. All reduction in residual waste is due to illegal treatment: e.g. burning of combustible
waste in private stoves or dumping of food and garden waste in the forest.
3.6.2. Results of the Evaluation
From an environmental perspective, the fate of the waste that is not collected as mixed residual
waste is important. Arushanyan et al. [30] show that Alternatives 1 and 2 could lead to environmental
benefits. The waste prevention in Alternative 1 could reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the
year 2030 by 2300 kton CO2-eq. Using two versions of the Ecovalue method, Arushanyan et al. [30]
calculated the total environmental benefit from the policy instrument to correspond to 1 or 128 billion
SEK for the two sets of values in the method.
The increased recycling in Alternative 2 could reduce GHG emissions by 600 kton CO2-eq. The
total environmental benefit was calculated to 0.2 or 1.3 billion SEK [30].
The environmental impacts of Alternative 3 were not evaluated in this study. However it is clear
from previous studies that uncontrolled burning of waste can lead to significant emissions of hazardous
compounds [70]. Therefore emissions from uncontrolled burning can be significant compared to the
total emissions, even if the amount combusted in uncontrolled burning is just a fraction of a percent (ibid).
The risk of increased uncontrolled burning and other illegal treatment is lower when the households
are driven by strong pro-environmental attitudes, and higher when they are simply interested in the
impacts on the household budget. After deep-interviewing 42 households in Gothenburg, where the fee
was recently introduced, Schmidt et al. [71] concluded that the main driver for change is not the fee as
such since it is small compared to the total household budget. Instead, the households seem to be
affected mainly by the norm-activating information that was distributed as the fee was introduced and
by the regular feedback from the system, which both confirm the feeling that “sorting is doing the right
thing”. This is also in line with the results of Sterner and Bartelings [72] that economic incentives are
not the only driving force behind a reduction in waste. This implies that the increase in uncontrolled
burning could be small.
The consequences in the year 2030 depend on how the society and associated norms develops in the
future. Ekvall et al. [48] argue that the weight-based waste fee can be expected to have good environmental
consequences in scenarios where the environmental awareness is great (Scenarios 1 and 4; [22]). In
scenarios where private economic impacts are among the dominating driving forces (Scenarios 2 and 3),
the risk of a significant increase in illegal treatment is greater. Fullerton and Kinnaman [73] as well as
Walls and Palmer [74] show that if illegal dumping behavior is present a combined output tax and
recycling subsidy could be an efficient second-best policy. The tax discourages production of
waste-intensive products, while the subsidy encourages substitution of secondary materials for
virgin materials.
The connection between external scenarios and the effect of a weight-based fee might, however, be
more complex than this. Andersson et al. [44] suggest that the policy instrument, since it is a market-based
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instrument, will most likely function well in market-oriented scenarios (Scenarios 2 and 3) where the
individual takes a large responsibility, and that it will not be as effective in the “sustainabilityscenarios” (Scenarios 1 and 4) where sustainability is a natural part of the society.
A weight-based fee requires technological and administrative systems: trucks with scales, etc. The
associated costs are likely to differ across regions, thus suggesting that it should not be implemented
uniformly across the entire country. It is in general well accepted by the households [71]. An exception
might be households with seemingly unavoidable large volumes of residual waste [44,71], for example
families with children in diapers.
The legitimacy of a weight-based waste collection fee might, however, decline over time due to, for
example, distrust in the system or if the recycling stations are not emptied often enough to absorb the
increased flow of source-separated materials. In order to have beneficial long-term effects the fee
should be complemented with increased collection frequency at recycling stations and kerbside
containers. It should also be complemented by norm-activating information [75]. Such information
could strengthen the effect since the information will underline the economic incentive. A trust in the
environmental effectiveness of the system is an important determinant for the attitudes towards
recycling schemes [76].
3.7. Developed Recycling Systems
3.7.1. Description and Assumptions
Source separation can be negatively affected by practical aspects as well as uncertainty among
people [43]. The collection system can be improved to make things easier for the households, for
example through kerbside collection (reduced transport distance for the household) or by a collection
system based on material streams (e.g., plastics) instead of product groups (e.g., packaging). The
policy instrument evaluated in this study represented a combination of these, property-close or
kerbside collection of material streams [20].
3.7.2. Results of the Evaluation
Hage et al. [69] provide an econometric analysis of the collection of plastic packaging waste across
almost all Swedish municipalities, and show that the presence of kerbside recycling and the number of
drop-off stations per square kilometer, respectively, have significant impacts on the reported collection
rates. Also Söderholm [75] emphasize the relation between increased availability of recycling
opportunities for the households and increased collected amounts of recyclables. This indicates an
overall important potential to increase collection by improving the collection infrastructure.
Kerbside collection increases the costs of collection and transportation for the waste management
company, and this can be relatively high in sparsely populated regions (e.g., Kinnaman [77]). On the
other hand, the transport needs for the households decreases. Previous studies indicate that the
frequency of travels for the sole purpose of dropping off waste is often relatively high [75]. If
households in general do not combine travels for drop off of packaging waste with other travels,
overall transportation costs could actually be reduced through the introduction of kerbside collection.
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This is because the introduction of kerbside collection means that the uncoordinated trips of
households to the recycling stations are displaced by centralized transport pick services.
Another way of developing the collection system is to collect waste in material streams instead of
the current Swedish system where only packaging materials and paper are collected. A pilot test where
plastic and metals from households were collected was organized by the Swedish EPA [78]. The
results indicate that the system would be easier for households to understand and that their motivation
would increase and therefore also the collection of recyclable materials. This would have
environmental benefits. In order to ensure that the collected materials would be recyclable, further
measures may, however, be necessary [78].
Andersson et al. [44] draw the overall conclusion that developed collection systems (including
property-close collection and/or collection in material streams) can be an effective way of increasing
the collection from households. This, however, requires that systems are adapted to the needs of the
households, the knowledge and motivation among households are increased, and the number of
fractions that are sorted at home should preferably not increase.
Based on the evaluations made, developed collection systems would likely contribute to increase
recycling and positive environmental effects but the magnitudes of these effects are uncertain. The
advantages are that the customer may see it as a higher level of service and that the facilitated
collection may increase the amount of waste collected [44]. However there are also some drawbacks
like increased needs for heavy transport (on the other hand the household’s transports of waste
will decrease).
3.8. Tax on Virgin Raw Materials
3.8.1. Description and Assumptions
In order to reach an efficient use of raw materials, taxes should be introduced if there are significant
external costs associated with raw materials extraction or use. Since there are environmental impacts
associated with extraction of raw materials that are not internalized, a raw material tax can increase the
economic efficiency and reduce environmental impacts. Moreover, if the market actors are using a
higher discount rate (rate-of-return requirement) than what is socially optimal, too much material could
be extracted. In order to change this, a raw material tax can increase the efficiency. Raw material taxes
can also be used as a second best option to reduce environmental impacts further down in the product
chain [50].
Taxes on raw materials can be designed in a number of different ways [50]. They can be broad
taxes covering a large number of materials or more specific taxes for selected materials. Sweden
already has a tax on natural gravel and an energy tax on fossil fuels. In this program we have evaluated
two broad raw materials tax proposals, both described by Bisaillon et al. [20]:
• A 10 SEK/ton tax on non-renewable materials (excluding fossil raw materials and
plastics) extracted or imported and then used in Sweden.
• A tax on all fossil raw materials similar to the one currently applied on household heating
oil (3804 SEK /m3) and an associated 5000 SEK/ton tax on imported plastics.
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Forsfält [27] analyzed the impacts of each of the two taxes separately using the EMEC model. The
assessment of the first tax was limited to a test on how a tax on the mining of metals in Sweden affects
the economy and waste generation. Adjustments were made so that exports were not taxed while
imports should be taxed similarly to domestic production. No attempts were made to analyze how the
economy is affected by a tax on raw materials in refined products. The analysis with EMEC was
complemented by more conceptual analyses [48] as well as a synthesis of the empirical experiences of
aggregates taxes in Europe [50].
3.8.2. Results of the Evaluation
The EMEC results on the 10 SEK/ton tax on metals and mining waste indicate that the impact on
the total amount of waste is relatively small: the demand for products from the mining industry
decreases somewhat [27]. Sectors “downstream” are affected since the relative price of ore increases;
how much depends on companies’ ability to substitute between different inputs. For the iron and steel
industry and other metal industries, the possibilities for substitution are assumed to be limited and
therefore the value added falls in these sectors. Production levels in other sectors of the economy are
almost unaffected, as is the total GDP and household income. The total quantity of non-hazardous
wastes in the EMEC model for the year 2030 is reduced by 30–40 ktonnes (depending on scenario).
The quantity of hazardous waste is reduced by 4–6 ktonnes.
When interpreting the results it should be noted that only some of the possible impacts are included
in the model. The possibilities for switching between metals and other materials are possible, but the
change from virgin metal products to recycled metal products is not modeled in EMEC. Since this is a
change that can be expected, and a change that could also alter the waste amounts, the possible
reduction in waste amounts in Sweden may be underestimated. In addition, only impacts in Sweden are
included in the model.
The results of the model experiments concerning the second raw-materials tax, 5,000 SEK/ton
plastics were different in structure, this since all production sectors in the economy are affected [27].
However, the model results suggest that the net effect on waste generation is still small. The tax
actually increases the quantity of non-hazardous waste in the scenario “Global markets”. In other
scenarios, the quantity is reduced by 7–13 ktonnes. The quantity of hazardous waste is reduced by 4-6
ktonnes in the model, again depending on the scenario.
The small effects on the waste flows means there are almost no changes in terms of environmental
impacts: each of the two taxes results in less than 1% of improvement in each impact category
according to the results from the LCA model SWEA [30].
These results are consistent with empirical experiences of virgin materials taxes in Europe [50],
which suggest that they may have little effect on the use of recycled materials unless they are
complemented by measures to promote waste sorting activities.
In the long term, Forsfält [27] argues, a combination of taxes on specific raw materials and broad
taxes are probably most effective. Söderholm [50] in turn argues, in line with Walls and Palmer [74],
that the policy instrument can preferably be combined with policy measures that promote increased
waste sorting (e.g., at construction and demolition sites). Walls and Palmer [74] find that no single tax
can generate the optimum level of both downstream and upstream waste disposals and that multiple
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policy instruments are necessary to fully internalize the externalities. These results are also empirically
illustrated in Palmer et al. [79]. The material tax in itself can be expected to have moderate effect
because own-price elasticity of demand is often low for materials. The effect on recycling is likely to
be even lower, because the supply of recyclable material is also not very sensitive to changes in price.
The effects will however depend also on the level of the taxes.
The development of raw material taxes requires some additional work before they can be
implemented. Especially issues related to imports and exports may be problematic and need some
further considerations. According to Ekvall et al. [48] the effect on the competitiveness of the Swedish
industry will be much smaller if the tax is not calculated based on the quantity of materials extracted or
imported to Sweden, but on the estimated quantity of non-renewable raw materials that are extracted to
produce products that are used in Sweden. This might allow for introducing raw materials taxes that
are much higher than the 10 SEK/ton investigated here. Such a tax could have a much greater impact
on the material efficiency of the economy and, hence on the waste quantities.
It should be noted that a high tax on virgin raw materials is ineffective if it mainly means that
products based on virgin raw materials are used in other countries, while Swedish citizens use products
based on recycled materials. In this situation, the tax affects the transportation patterns of materials and
products, but it does not significantly affect the material efficiency or the global recycling rate. This
ineffectiveness is comparable to the lack of effects of a national system of tradable recycling
certificates for materials with a well-established, international recycling market (see Section 3.4).
3.9. Advertisements on Request Only
3.9.1. Description and Assumptions
This policy instrument prevents companies from direct advertising to mailboxes without a posted
sign saying yes to advertising (the opposite from the present situation when household have to say no
to such commercial advertising) [20].
3.9.2. Results of the Evaluation
“Advertisements on request only” have the potential to reduce the annual wastepaper quantity by up
to 12 kg/person and year with current levels of paper consumption [20]. For Sweden this corresponds
to 0.11 Mtonne/year (ibid.). This amounts to about a 20% reduction in the waste intensity coefficients
for paper waste from households [42]. The reduction in paper waste is expected to result in a
corresponding reduction in environmental impacts from the production of the paper leading to overall
reduced environmental impacts [80]. However, part of the effect may be offset by more paper being
used for other purposes and/or in other countries and that it can increase the production of other types
of advertisements [42].
From a psychological and ethnological perspective, Andersson et al. [44] assess this policy
instrument to be both effective and legitimate. It makes the environmentally friendly alternative the
default alternative, thus contributing to an overall alignment of values and policies. A disadvantage
may be that for some groups it could potentially be more difficult to get access to some local and
commercial information.
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3.10. Differentiated VAT
3.10.1. Description and Assumptions
A differentiated value added tax (VAT) could aim at shifting households’ consumption from goods
to services and to eco-labeled goods [20]. This could make the consumption more environmentally
friendly and less material-intensive.
Using the EMEC model, Forsfält [27] studied the effects of such a differentiated VAT on the
Swedish economy and on future waste quantities. The proposal evaluated by Forsfält [27] is that the
VAT on all households’ consumption of services except transportation should be equal to the currently
lowest VAT rate, which implies a reduction from the present 25 (or 12)% to 6%.
3.10.2. Results of the Evaluation
The EMEC results depend on the way the tax cut is financed. If it is financed by a decrease in
government transfers to households, the consumption of services in the year 2030 increases by 3.6%
and households’ waste generation falls by about 1 percent, compared to a scenario without this policy
instrument [27]. The consumption of goods falls but total consumption expenditures are almost
unchanged. Investments fall marginally as do imports and exports. The GDP decreases by 0.1%.
Production increases in the service sectors at the expense of commodity producers, but the relative
increase in the service sector’s value added (0.3%) is less than the increase in service consumption
(note that the service industries production is considerably larger than households’ consumption
of services).
If the tax cut is instead financed by increasing the VAT on goods, then the change in the consumer
price of services relative to that of goods is greater, something which in turn causes waste generation
to fall by about 1.5% [27]. Also in this case, GDP decreases by about 0.1%.
The results thus show that the waste is reduced more than GDP due to the VAT change. It is the
redistribution of consumption that provides the reduced amount of waste. Forsfält [27] concludes that
differentiated VAT provides a change in a more sustainable direction although the model results
indicate that the resulting waste reduction is modest.
The environmental impact assessment was performed on the case where tax cut is financed by a
decrease in government transfers to households, resulting in a waste reduction by 125 ktons. The
results indicate environmental gains mainly through avoided production of food, textiles, and steel,
according to results from the SWEA model. The expected improvement varies across the impact
categories, in the range of 1–7%. For climate change the environmental gain in SWEA is 5% [30]. It is
interesting to note that the reduction of environmental impacts is larger than the reduction in waste
volume. This is an indication of the importance of waste prevention. Households’ real incomes are not
affected significantly by the investigated change in VAT, which means that households’ total
consumption capacity only decreases marginally [27].
In conclusion, the introduction of a differentiated VAT seems rather unproblematic according to
these assessments and gives a change in a more sustainable direction. The indicated waste reduction is
small but a combination with other instruments, such as information, could improve efficiency.
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3.11. Environmentally Differentiated Waste Fees
3.11.1. Description and Assumptions
An environmentally differentiated waste fee would provide lower fees for households and
companies that sort out more fractions. The idea behind environmentally differentiated waste fees is to
achieve a stronger link between household waste fees and the environmental impact of the waste
treatment [20]. This type of policy measure is already in use in some Swedish municipalities, e.g.,
when households separate food waste for biological treatment and then get a lower waste fee (ibid).
In our evaluation, it is assumed that the introduction of the policy measure would give incentives
for 20% of the households and firms to sort in three fractions (food waste, packaging and combustible)
and that these actors sort out 60% of their food waste and 50% of the packaging materials.
3.11.2. Results of the Evaluation
One benefit of this policy instrument is that it provides a clearer connection between the fees and
the environmental impacts of waste treatment [44]. It will contribute to an alignment of environmental
impacts, policy and norms. However, there may be a risk for fraud and dumping in order to get lower
fees in the same way as for weight-based waste fees. This instrument should thus be complemented
with norm-activating information. Andersson et al. [44] suggest that environmentally differentiated
waste fees should also be combined with improved collection systems. Then the households would
face less barriers as well as stronger incentives to sort more efficiently and the fractions could be
cleaner. The environmental benefits of this policy instrument can be assumed to be similar to a weightbased waste-collection fee that results in increased source separation and recycling (see Section 3.6).
3.12. Improved Information
3.12.1. Description and Assumptions
The evaluation includes both information to households and information to companies and
organizations. Bisaillon et al. [20] mention two principal information categories:
• Procedural information, telling for example how, where, and when people should hand
over source separated or non-separated waste.
• Declarative or norm-activating information, aiming at giving people motivation why
they should source separate and the effects of source separation.
In the analysis, it has been assumed that information is combined with other policy instruments
when they are implemented.
3.12.2. Results of the Evaluation
The effects of information on waste flows and waste treatment are difficult to quantify. Ekvall et al. [42]
suggest that an effective and persistent information campaign could reduce the waste quantity from
households in the year 2030 by 10%. They argue that the effect on waste from companies is likely to
be smaller. However, these effects will depend very much on the details and context of the information.
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Andersson et al. [44] assess the acceptance of information as a policy instrument. This assessment
covers both information to households and information to companies, and includes a discussion of how
the information should be designed to provide the desired effects. For example:
• Information should be combined with other instruments, for example to make way for
other policy instruments.
• Information should be adjusted for each recipient group.
• Information can be given in the form of feedback.
• Information should be conveyed by a credible source.
• Information should rely on ethical norms of what people should do.
• In Sweden, the environmental awareness is generally high. Declarative information is
then less important, but it is necessary for groups with low environmental awareness.
One difficulty with information is to reach the recipients, because of the high total information
pressure on people. The message is often not noticed if it is not relevant for the recipient at the moment
it is received. Another difficulty is that paying attention to the information is voluntary. People who
are not interested in waste can simply neglect any information provided.
Andersson et al. [44] still conclude that information is important for the future waste-management,
especially in scenarios with a high degree of environmental awareness. Information can be an effective
policy instrument in several ways. As a separate instrument it can be used for both affecting the
behavior and giving procedural information. It is a necessity when implementing other policy
instruments, for example when paving the way for the instruments. The effect of information can also
be catalyzed in combination with other instruments. This is also in line with the results of Brekke et al [81]
indicating that perceived responsibility is a determinant for reported recycling behavior, but also that
uncertainty in the information for example about other people’s behavior could cause reluctance to
accept responsibility. Also Bruvoll and Nyborg [82] conclude that people are willing to conform to
social norms, even if it comes with perceived costs in terms of time or work.
3.13. Mandatory Labeling of Goods Containing Hazardous Substances
3.13.1. Description and Assumptions
Bisaillon et al. [20] describe this policy instrument as a requirement to label all goods containing at
least 0.1% substances with very high acute toxicity, allergenic, high chronic toxicity, mutagenicity, or
other hazardous properties. Examples of goods that could be labeled are, for example, furniture, shoes,
clothes, toys, electronic devices and other goods that people usually do not associate with hazardous
content. Chemicals, pesticides, solvents and similar are not concerned since they already are included
in other labeling rules and regulations.
3.13.2. Results of the Evaluation
Ekvall et al. [42] suggest that mandatory labeling can affect consumer choices and reduce the use of
such products. It would thus contribute to waste prevention by minimizing the hazardousness of waste.
Andersson et al. [44] mention several advantages with this policy instruments:
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• The consumers themselves decide if they want to contribute to a better environment
when shopping.
• If there are alternatives, the consumers will have the possibility to avoid products
containing hazardous substances.
• Consumers without an active interest in environmental issues can still be prone to avoid
exposing themselves and their family to hazardous substances. This is likely to make
negative environmental labeling (of hazardous substances) more effective than positive
environmental labeling (eco-labeling).
Among the drawbacks the following can be noted [44]:
• The system must be mandatory. A voluntary system can lead to confusion if a lot of
products and trademarks are not included.
• It is easier for a manufacturer to accept an eco-labeling system.
• There are examples when the labeling can lead to confusion, e.g., if a product has both
positive and negative environmental properties.
All together Andersson et al. [44] conclude that labeling of environmental hazardous substances is
likely to be an effective policy instrument to decrease the content of hazardous substances in the waste.
4. Discussion
The present study is fairly unique in its scope. Many of the existing policy instruments and also
much of the scientific literature tend to focus on specific waste types such as packaging [83,84] or
WEEE [85–87], or on municipal waste. This study instead takes on a broader perspective and has
addressed the whole national waste management system and its stakeholders. Therefore it deals with
many different policy instruments, which are evaluated from several perspectives, and that in turn can
be implemented at various parts of the system and for many types of waste. This makes it possible to
identify policy combinations and compare different instruments and policy mixes, both existing and
not yet implemented ones. Based on the learnings from our and other assessments some conclusions
can be drawn on the implications for Swedish waste management policy, which policy instruments that
have potential, what needs to be developed further, and parts of the system where more and innovative
policy instruments are needed.
4.1. Development of Policy Instruments towards Implementation
The evaluations summarized above show that some policy instruments have the potential to
contribute to more sustainable waste management, whereas other show a low potential or need for
redesign. This section includes brief discussions on the instruments that showed potential in the
evaluations and with suggestions for adjustments and redesign.
4.1.1. Compulsory Recycling of Recyclable Materials
Compulsory recycling of recyclable material can lead to a high environmental gain compared to the
potential environmental impacts of the business as usual scenario (c.f. Ambell et al. [4]). This is
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therefore a policy instrument that should be further investigated. There are financial costs for
increasing material recycling, but there are significant environmental gains to be made. A number of
aspects need to be further studied. Which materials or products should be included and to what extent?
Should there be an existing market for the recycled material or is it enough if it can be expected to
develop? What are the costs for recycling of individual materials and what are the environmental
benefits? What are the implications if international waste trade is considered as well?
4.1.2. Weight-Based Waste Fee in Combination with Information and Developed Collection Systems
A weight-based fee is already used in several Swedish municipalities and would be relatively easy
to introduce in others. Although experience indicates reduced collection of waste, the reasons for the
reduced waste and thus the potential environmental impacts are uncertain. However, in combination
with other policy measures it might have a larger effect and Schmidt et al. [71] found that it seems to
function more as an information instrument than as a financial incentive as it gives positive feedback
on the right waste handling practice. Since there might be a risk of illegal waste treatment involved, it
could be a good strategy to combine this policy instrument with an improved recycling system and
increased information on the negative consequences of, for example, uncontrolled burning.
4.1.3. Mandatory Labeling of Products Containing Hazardous Chemicals
An important part of waste prevention is to minimize the content of hazardous substances in the
waste. Waste policy is therefore linked to chemicals policy. Labeling of products containing hazardous
chemicals can be a useful instrument. However, it probably needs to be implemented at the
international level for example within the European Union. Sweden can take a role in developing such
an initiative.
4.1.4. Advertisements on Request only and Other Waste Minimization Measures
Advertisements on request only can be efficient as a policy instrument since it is expected to have
an impact on the reduction of paper waste, and most people are expected to accept. This is an example
of a waste minimization policy measure. There are others, for example supporting re-use of products
by making it easier for people and organizations to sell or give products to charity before they become
waste, to reduce food waste, and to reduce beverage packaging [88–91]. Each one of these waste
minimization policy measure tends to have a rather limited impact in terms of reduced waste amounts.
However, if waste minimization also leads to reduced production, the environmental gains can be
larger than the reduced waste amounts indicate. Several measures together can therefore make
significant contributions.
4.1.5. Differentiated VAT and Subsidies for Some Services
According to our assessments, a differentiated VAT where the tax is reduced for services is
expected to be beneficial in terms of environmental impact due to a redistribution of consumption. The
households’ real incomes are not affected significantly. The indicated waste reduction is small but a
combination with other instruments, such as information, could improve efficiency.
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In order to achieve more significant impacts it would be interesting to test a more extended VAT
differentiation. In Sweden the standard rate today is 25%, but this could possibly be increased while
VAT on households’ consumption of services could be decreased even more compared to the tax
changes that have been evaluated. Changes in VAT would have other macroeconomic effects, such as
impacts on employment. A differentiated VAT could thus be of interest in a broader tax reform.
This policy instrument could also be made even sharper by not only reducing VAT but also
introducing subsidies to certain services such as leasing, repairing, renovation and second hand in
parallel to current subsidies on domestic services.
4.1.6. Information
Information is a necessary policy instrument in order to successfully implement most other policy
instruments. It is necessary but not sufficient in itself. In order to be efficient, information should be
combined with other tools and designed in relation to the specific situation
4.2. New Ideas for Policy Instruments
Besides the policy instruments evaluated and discussed above, there are several other instruments
that are of interest for further development. Some of these are discussed below as well as some
instruments that were evaluated but need modifications.
4.2.1. A General (Raw) Materials Tax
Taxes on the use of raw materials are likely to be necessary in a more sustainable society. They can
be designed in a number of different ways and further work in this area is needed. A possible
development of the tax on non-renewable raw materials discussed above is a materials tax where the
tax is the same for virgin and for recycled material. This policy instrument could serve to increase
material efficiency all through the life cycle since materials will become more expensive. If a high
materials tax is introduced in Sweden, however, measures must be taken not to hamper the
competitiveness of the Swedish industry. Such a measure could be to extract the tax on materials and
products used in Sweden only, and on imported products as well as on domestically produced products.
4.2.2. Re-Use Certificates
As a further development of recycling certificates, it is possible to conceive a system of reuse
certificates. This would stipulate that a specific share of a specific type of products or components, for
example bricks or roof tiles in new buildings, should be reused. Certificates would be awarded to
construction companies that, to continue the example, reuse bricks or roof tiles. If a construction
company has a lower share of reused bricks than stipulated by the policy instrument, they would need
to buy certificates from companies that reuse more than they need. This policy instrument could serve
to create markets for reused components and products.
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4.2.3. Bringing down Transaction Costs
There may be high search and transaction costs associated with recyclable materials related to
incomplete information [92]. Users and suppliers of recycled materials can have problems finding each
other. There can be a lack of information about the quality and properties of potentially recyclable or
reusable materials and products. In addition, the information may be asymmetric so that the supplier
knows more about the material or product than the potential buyer. A broad range of policy
instruments can be used to support the markets in these situations. Examples include support for
establishing market places, information hubs or hiring waste brokers. It can also be useful to support
the establishment of different certification schemes and quality standards. Also requirements to
provide information on the content of different materials, e.g. in products or building materials, may be
useful. Users may lack knowledge about how to use recycled materials, for example in the production
of new products. In such situations, information and education of users, e.g. product designers, could
be useful. Other examples include supporting industrial symbiosis by removing institutional barriers
for increased recycling of industrial by-products and wastes (e.g., Watkins et al. [93]). Many of these
initiatives exist already today, but there is a need to investigate and develop these instruments further.
Many waste management policy studies in the environmental economics literature (e.g., [73,74])
assume implicitly the presence of efficient private markets for recycled materials. Only a few analyzes
the case of second-best optimums assuming that recycling markets are not operating (e.g., [94]), while
Calcott and Walls [95] represent one of few studies addressing the presence of existing—but imperfect
—recycling markets.
4.2.4. Requirement of Design for Recycling
Another type of barrier may be the existence of technological externalities [92]. An example of such
an externality is if the production of a product is made in such a way that the cost of recycling is
increased, but neither the producer nor the buyer of the product has to pay for this extra cost. A
concrete example may be the current design of dishwashers which often makes it difficult and costly to
dismantle it in a way that the copper can be separated from the steel, making the recycling of both the
copper and the steel less effective [96]. If this extra cost for dismantling is not covered by the buyer or
seller of the dishwasher, an external cost is passed on.
Calcott and Walls [95] note that in practice it is difficult for policy-makers to attain a first-best
outcome in the case of these design issues, primarily since product-specific taxes that vary with the
degree of recyclability are difficult (and costly) to implement. Strong incentives for recycling design
require, though, that recyclers keep track of exactly which firms’ products they are recycling. Extended
producer responsibility, if the responsibility is individual for the producing companies, may be a way
of moving the extra costs of recycling to the producer and thus providing an incentive for a better
design. If the extended producer responsibility is collective, this incentive will however not exit, and
the technological externality will still be there. A requirement for design for recycling may in this case
be more effective. This could possibly be introduced in the Ecodesign directive [20].
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4.2.5. Tax on Hazardous Substances
Very hazardous substances should be banned from use. There will however always be substances
that society cannot or does not want to ban completely, but still want to minimize the use of. Taxation
on the use of hazardous substances can be made in different ways [97]. Taxes can, for example, be put
on specific substances. The idea is that the use of these substances will decrease and, eventually the
waste may contain less of the hazardous substance and become less hazardous. Taxes can also be
placed on all substances fulfilling certain criteria. Different options for the taxation of hazardous
substances should be further developed and evaluated.
4.2.6. Deposit and Refund Systems
Deposit and refund systems where the buyer of a product pays a deposit which is paid back when
the product is left for waste treatment can be an effective instrument for making sure that products are
collected in a proper way. This is a type of instrument to be used for product groups of special
importance. In some cases, a refund, or a bonus, could be paid without actually having collected a
deposit, to make sure that products are collected. This could be relevant for products for which the
environmental impacts would be especially worrisome if the waste products are not properly handled.
4.2.7. A broader Landfill Tax
Many waste materials are currently exempt from the landfill tax in Sweden. This is the case for
waste fractions where there are no alternative treatments. With such exempts there are, however, little
incentives for developing new waste treatment methods or for waste minimization. It could therefore
be useful to introduce a lower landfill tax also for these waste materials. This tax should preferably
correspond to the environmental costs of the landfilled waste, and is endorsed in previous studies. For
instance, Kinnaman [77] argues that landfill taxes are typically inexpensive to administer and unlikely
to cause illegal dumping. In many ways it may reduce the need for other initiatives, such as weight-based
fees and kerbside collection
4.2.8. Required Storing of Plastics that Cannot be Recycled
In most cases, recycling of plastics is the most environmentally friendly option (e.g., [98–100]).
However, if recycling is not possible, storing or landfilling of plastics can produce less emissions of
gases contributing to climate change compared to incineration, at least in the time perspective of a
century or shorter, even if the heat and electricity production from the incineration is credited by
assuming that it replaces energy sources typically used in Swedish and European conditions [101]).
Storing of plastics is however currently not allowed because of the landfill ban on organic and
combustible materials. A change in this policy could be one of the most effective ways of reducing the
emissions of greenhouse gases from the waste sector.
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4.2.9. Increased Control and Monitoring by Authorities
This policy instrument means that more resources are allocated to monitoring and control of
industry and other commercial activities, particularly regarding the waste management [20]. The
control can be both within the existing areas of control or more specific on for example waste
prevention. The idea is that increased control by the authorities would lead to an increased awareness
regarding wastes which would lead to a decrease of hazardous waste in mixed waste and increased
sorting in general. This might in turn lead to, for example, more waste being recycled and decreased
amounts of hazardous waste.
4.2.10. Waste Minimization in Enterprises (Industrial Waste-plan Requirements)
Bisaillon et al. [20] describe several alternative policy instruments for waste minimization in
enterprises. One is to require a waste plan, including plans for waste minimization, from companies
generating more than 2000 tons/year non-hazardous waste or more than 2 tons/year hazardous waste.
These figures are in accordance with the requirements in the Environmental Code to submit an annual
environmental report. Another alternative is to require detailed descriptions of activities to minimize
waste when applying for environmental permits and in the annual environmental reports require a
follow-up of these actions and continuous up-dating of the minimization plan. For all of these
alternatives the policy instrument aims at creating conscious and permanent deliberations on waste
prevention and recycling in the companies.
4.3. Choosing and Combining Policy Instruments
One important conclusion from the assessment is that many different policy instruments can be used
to further develop the waste management system in a more sustainable direction. In this section we
discuss the scope for considering different types of policy combinations. The rationales for relying on
policy mixes rather than isolated policy instruments are several. One argument, typically highlighted in
environmental economics literature, is the difficulty in monitoring individual recycling behavior and
thus the presence of illegal dumping. This calls, as argued above, for a combined output tax and
recycling subsidy (equivalent to a deposit-refund system) [73]. Moreover, several policy instruments
affect different parts of the waste management system and may address different types of market
failures. Apart from environmental effects, policies are needed to address information problems,
recycling design incentives etc. (e.g., [92]). Waste management policies must also take into account
different political constraints and issues of public acceptance (apart from economic efficiency concerns
and environmental effectiveness) (e.g., [102]).
Among the studied policy instruments, one in particular has the potential to significantly reduce the
environmental impacts: “Required recycling of recyclable materials”, provided that the recycled
material can replace virgin material. In Sweden the bans of landfill disposal of organic and
combustible materials has moved a lot of waste one step up in the waste hierarchy, from landfill to
incineration with energy recovery. A requirement to recycle materials that can be recycled would move
waste an additional step up in the hierarchy. This suggestion is also in line with the European
Commission road map for a resource efficient Europe. The assessment presented here indicates that the
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costs are not prohibitory high compared to the environmental benefits. Before being implemented it
will, however, need more assessments looking into costs and markets of recycled materials.
Moreover, many of the discussed policy instruments steer in a more sustainable direction although
the impacts of several of these are rather limited. This suggests that many instruments need to be used
in combination. It also suggests that they should be adjusted and some of them need to be
further developed.
An effective strategy for decreasing the environmental impacts of waste management is in most
cases to increase recycling. What policy instruments contribute most to an increase in the global
recycling rates depends on whether or not there is a well-established, international recycling market.
For materials where such a market exists, Swedish policy instrument should primarily focus on
increasing the collection for recycling. The collected recyclables can be assumed to displace virgin
materials in the international market where the two compete. This is because the marginal production
of the material is likely to be based on virgin materials.
A policy instrument that focuses on increasing the use of recycled materials only in Sweden may be
relatively ineffective in a situation where the established recycling markets are international. In such
situations, an isolated support to the use of recycled materials in Sweden, may result in a lower
recycling in other countries, and therefore not a globally increased recycling. It should therefore
preferably be combined with policy instruments supporting the supply of recyclable materials, in order
to increase global recycling [50].
A broad range of policy instruments are available to increase collection for recycling and thus the
supply of recyclable materials. These include, for example, requirements to recycle recyclable
materials, weight-based waste-collection fees, broader and tighter extended producer responsibility,
requirements on curbside collection, deposit-refund systems, requirements on design for recycling, etc.
For materials where a recycling market does not exist, or when it is not well established, the reason
is often a low demand for the recycled material. In such cases, the policy instrument could focus also
on stimulating the demand for the recycled material, thus helping to establish the market. Examples of
initiatives and policies that can be used to help establishing recycling markets include support for
developing new recycling technologies (e.g., pilot and demonstration plants) and initiatives to decrease
transaction costs. Green public procurement requirements can be used to demand a certain amount of
recycled material in products and materials, which may be instrumental in developing a market.
A tax on virgin raw materials is another possible policy instrument that could support the
establishment of recycling markets. It will not force recycling into existence, but it might stimulate
technology and systems that make recycling feasible. Also in this case, supply-oriented policies would
be a useful complement.
Reducing the amount of waste is top priority in waste policies and it can be done in several different
ways. One may be to reduce the production volume and thus the waste from the production and after
consumption. Another may be to change the production from more waste intensive products and
services to less. A third is to change the production process to become less waste intensive. A fourth
may be to make sure that products and materials are re-used or recycled before they become waste.
Increasing the costs of waste disposal could, in theory, reduce the amount of waste by all the
mechanisms described above. Our general equilibrium model results indicate, however, very little to
no changes in waste volumes resulting from changes in the marginal costs of waste disposal [24].
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These results indicate that changes in the waste-management system may have little effect on the
production, unless costs are raised to a much higher level than today. This outcome is reasonable,
because even an increased cost of waste management constitutes just a small share of the overall cost
of most businesses. Increased waste disposal costs could, however, still influence the waste treatment,
for example by making recycling more economically attractive.
Another strategy to reduce the generated waste amounts may be to stimulate material efficiency by
increasing the purchase cost of materials. This could be done by introducing raw material taxes which
would make virgin raw material more expensive and/or by material taxes that hits both virgin and
recycled materials. Another way of making materials more expensive is to tax environmental
externalities from raw material production. For example, industrial wastes, including mining wastes,
are largely exempt from the landfill tax in Sweden. If landfilled mining wastes would be taxed, this
would increase the raw material costs in a similar way to the raw material tax analyzed here. The
advantages and disadvantages would therefore be similar to those discussed above in relation to raw
material tax.
As indicated by the discussion, a number of policy instruments can be used to support an increased
recycling and decreased waste generation. The appropriate mix may depend on whether there are
established recycling markets or not and, if not, what are the barriers for establishing such markets. If a
recycling market does not exist today for a specific material, it might still be established in the future.
In fact, one of the aims of some of the policy instruments could be to stimulate the establishment of
such markets. A dynamic set of policy instruments could be designed as follows:
1. The material in question cannot be recycled. Technological development is supported to
find recycling possibilities with environmental improvements. A tax on virgin raw
materials is introduced to stimulate the development of technology and market for
recycling.
2. Recycling of the material is possible but markets are not established. Further
technological development is supported as well as tools to establish markets: for
example, information systems, certifications, procurement requirements, waste brokers,
and requirements for design for recycling.
3. A market has been established. A requirement to recycle is introduced together with
other policy tools that support the supply of recyclable materials.
The policies evaluated above that focus on reducing waste amounts, have in general rather limited
impacts. In order to radically decrease the production of waste, and transform norms and habits, more
transforming policy instruments may therefore be needed, i.e., instruments that can cause social and
cultural change and break current trends. Policy instrument that could start or enhance such change
need to be perceived and experienced as meaningful for the recipients. This means that the instruments
must be grounded in everyday life and ‘mind’. They must correspond to something that, however
costly, is fairly straightforward to do and understand, and it must give a real or abstract gain. If these
criteria are met it means that the instruments should be intelligible, comprehensible and perceived as
legitimate [103]. Even if an instrument is perceived radical, and therefore meets resistance, it does not
mean that it is wrong to introduce it to begin with. In this case, the policy instrument could function as
a ‘stage for reflection’ [104].
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When introducing a radical measure, significant social consequences could in many cases be
expected. There is always a risk for a backlash, with people finding ways not to co-operate or comply
with the measures. But in addition to protest the affected public is also likely to be stimulated to come
up with ideas and demand improved or new options for patterns of actions in everyday life. This means
that parallel introduction of supplementary measures could seem reasonable in the public view. Such
measures could also be used to adjust for perceived unfair distribution effects (of costs and
inconveniences). However, somewhat paradoxically, negative publicity from features such as dramatic
political processes or conflicting interests can lead to debate and media coverage that enhance public
knowledge concerning how the instrument works. Such knowledge could actually pave the way for the
understanding of a policy instrument and its implementation [105].
Today’s well working, and publicly accepted, policy instruments seem to be grounded in a certain
kind of reciprocity, ‘the authorities arrange environmentally sound recovery so I pull my weight’ [103],
or more generally, people perceive they give something (i.e., pay) to receive something else [106].
From the ethnological point of view, policy instruments could be seen as a way of negotiating
environmental problems or conflicts [107]. Policy instruments could actually be a rather good way to
create large-scale cooperation. If we are to see policy instruments as a way of negotiating, then the
negotiating parties are industry, authorities and people, with the internal conflict between the roles of
the citizen and the more self-interested consumer or producer/employee [103]. The very notion of the
environmental protection also plays a role (c.f. [47]).
When looking at current waste handling we find that sorting packaging to some extent is no longer
being negotiated and therefore can be said to be agreed upon [43]. This indicates that authorities who
introduce and maintain policy instruments have successfully mediated between citizen interest and
consumer interest. Both the citizen and the consumer seem to benefit.
Correspondingly the conditions for waste minimization are still not agreed upon and must be settled
in future negotiations. If we view a policy instrument as a mediator in a negotiation between different
parts in a conflict, it is important that the mediator does not lose its status/power.
When we studied implementation of policy instruments such as recycling of packaging, we came to
the conclusion that policy instruments and their contexts will always be in a state of flux. This means
that they need to be maintained, adjusted and complemented at intervals. Governance of an
environmental policy instrument must be active [103]. Solutions should to our minds be seen as
associated with the negotiation of rules, restrictions and sanctions for the protection and management
of natural resources [108,109]. We have found it important to start to qualitatively assess how the
regulations function for people’s (culture-characterized) ways of thinking and acting. The concept
negotiation provides a perspective on the relationship between actors with the power to introduce
regulations and the groups whose everyday lives are affected.
In the long term, it will not be possible to ‘entice’ people to conform to the regulations and the
system if these do not produce the promised or expected outcome. Therefore we need to regularly
determine whether people perceive that the regulations and systems fulfill their function [103]. This
should be assessed both on the societal level and in nature. From a scientific point of view, improved
theoretical frameworks, methods and interdisciplinary syntheses are needed to make better such
assessments. From a societal point of view co-evolution of policies, technology and socio-cultural
practices are needed to achieve waste minimization and sustainable waste management.
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Many of the policy tools discussed above show interesting results in the evaluations. Some focus on
preventing waste to arise in the first place, while others focus mainly on managing waste that has
arisen. In order to significantly reduce waste amounts, more radical changes may be needed. That is
why we have also discussed aspects of transforming policy instruments that break current trends. But
more work is also needed before a detailed design of such tools can be suggested.
5. Conclusions
Through the assessments and lessons learned in the research program TOSUWAMA, we can
establish that several policy instruments can be effective and lead towards a more sustainable waste
management system. They also seem possible to implement. Particularly, we put forward the policy
instruments “Information”; “Compulsory recycling of recyclable materials”; “Weight based waste fee
in combination with information and developed recycling systems”; “Mandatory labeling of products
containing hazardous chemicals”, “Advertisements on request only and other waste minimization
measures”; “Differentiated VAT and subsidies for some services”. Compulsory recycling of recyclable
materials is the policy instrument that has the largest potential of decreasing the environmental
impacts. The effect of the other policy instrument as evaluated here could be limited and they need to
be redesigned or used in combination in order to reduce environmental impacts more significantly.
Furthermore, efforts are needed to take into account market and international aspects. In the more long
term perspective, this set of policy instruments may need to be complemented with more
transformational policy instruments that can significantly decrease the generation of waste.
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